GREAT ACTIVITY IN COAST DEFENSES

Governments Rushing Work Along.

USING THE FLEET FOR SHIELD

While It is in Pacific All Points Are Protected.

WORK IS ALL ON CREDIT

No Appropriations Made for Vast Electric Generating, Rebuilding and Reconstructing That Have Been Going On.

WASHINGTON.

How vital defense is being realized by the new precedent set by the United States. The President's plans for a stronger fleet have set in motion a vast program of national defense.

The nation's leaders are working on a new concept of defense, one that will ensure the security of the United States in the future.

The program includes the construction of new ships, the strengthening of existing ones, and the development of new technologies.

TAFT'S ENEMIES GROWING SCARED

He Runs Away From Whole Procession.

NOMINATED ON FIRST BALLOT

Roosevelt's Claim Archives His Opponents.

STANDPATTERS GET BUSY

Differences of Convention Great Fall. Two Must of Majority and Top the Taft League to Start a Convention-Movement.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 11, 1910:—Special.

STEWARD,础. Roosevelt's bid for the nomination yesterday was greeted with enthusiasm by the entire convention. There were no signs of any opposition.

Mrs. Roosevelt, who is strong in several states, is understood to have been a factor in the nomination of Roosevelt.

STUDIES TODAY'S PAPER

The President's Cabinet Meets.

One of the first tasks of the new President was to meet with his Cabinet.

The meeting was held in the Cabinet Room of the White House.

The President was in good spirits and seemed to be looking forward to a successful year.

EXPERTS COALING SECTIONS

Preparation for Fleet

Fulton Will Hold Out for Positive Rejection.

DIFFERENCE WITH BOURNE

The Three States He Broke Agreement Permit Pacific Ports.

In the 1910 election, Taft's candidature was supported by the Southern Pacific States.

APPROPRIATION

Funds for the Pacific.

The issue of the Pacific appropriation is being closely watched.

The President has already indicated his support for the appropriation.

Roosevelt League Divides California.

New Organization Spring a Surprise on Herrin.

SEEKS CONTROL OF STATE

Democrats in Disfavored Candidates in Field at Republican Primaries. Morrill's Vote Routed by Knight, Who Nominated Roosevelt.

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 11.—The Republican Primaries of the State of California were held today. The voting was close in several districts.

In the primary for the nomination of Roosevelt, the candidate of the Roosevelt League, there was a strong showing by the Roosevelt League.

The League is a new organization that was formed to support Roosevelt in the primary.

The League was led by William H. Taft, who had been the candidate of the Roosevelt League in the 1910 election.

In the primary, the candidate of the Roosevelt League, who had been a favorite of the Roosevelt League, was supported by the Roosevelt League. The League was able to win the primary and support its candidate.

Roosevelt League.